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1 Where Can This Script Be Used?
This demo script has been written for usage with the SAP S/4HANA 2020 Feature Package Stack 01 or 02 (FPS01 or
FPS02) Fully-Activated Appliance (in short “appliance” in this script), hence you will need such an appliance to make
use of this guide.
The appliance can be brought up in two ways, and the demo scenario in this script is largely the same for both:
1.

Via SAP Cloud Appliance Library (hosted on cloud providers)
You need a cloud provider account at AWS, MS Azure, or GCP. With this, you can deploy the appliance within 1-2
hours from https://cal.sap.com > Solutions > SAP S/4HANA 2020 (FPS01 or FPS02) Fully-Activated Appliance.

2.

Via installing it on your own on-premise hardware.
You need to provide your own hardware, and order & install the appliance as explained in SAP Note 2041140.

If you are new to the SAP S/4HANA Fully-Activated Appliance, introductory information can be found here:
https://blogs.sap.com/2018/12/12/sap-s4hana-fully-activated-appliance-create-your-sap-s4hana-1809-system-ina-fraction-of-the-usual-setup-time/
Important:
Before you start your demo, please read SAP S/4HANA Fully-Activated Appliance: Demo Scripts for information
about necessary preparations, especially any post-deployment steps to ensure the full functionality of your appliance.
These steps are covered in sections;
B) General Remarks
C) Post-deployment Steps
D) Log-on to the system
Besides this, you will also find links to all demo scripts on this page.
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2 BEFORE YOU START
In this demo script, you will learn how to directly migrate data from an SAP ERP source system into SAP S/4HANA,
hence, this scenario requires an SAP ERP source system besides the SAP S/4HANA Fully-Activated Appliance target
system.
In the demo scenario we will use an instance of the SAP CAL solution “IDES EHP8 FOR SAP ERP 6.0 on SAP ASE” (the
system ID will be ABA) and connect it to your existing SAP S/4HANA Fully-Activated Appliance.

2.1 Create an SAP ERP instance and connect it to S/4HANA
Follow these steps to create the ERP system and connect it to S/4HANA:
1) Create an SAP ERP instance (system ID will be ABA)
Create an instance from the IDES ERP 6.0 solution by going to https://cal.sap.com and searching for “IDES ERP”.
You may find multiple entries, take the most recent one. The procedure to create the instance is the same as for the
S/4HANA instance and will take ~ 60 minutes.
For the demo scenario to work, the S/4 and the ERP systems need to be able to communicate via RFC (see next step
how to connect them). Normally this works smoothly if the two systems (S/4HANA and ERP 6.0) are created in the
same network segment of your chosen cloud provider (e.g. in the same CAL/cloud provider account).
If you face connectivity issues in the next step, please check your network setup.
2) Create an RFC connection from S/4HANA → SAP ERP.
Once you have both systems up and running (S/4HANA & ERP), proceed as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)

Note down the external IP address of the SAP ERP 6.0 system (can be obtained from the CAL console of the
SAP ERP instance, same as what you did when mapping your /etc/hosts file)
Log on to SAP GUI of the S/4HANA system (either with a local SAP GUI or via the remote desktop)
Enter tCode SM59 in the S/4HANA system
Open the entry in ABAP Connections → ABACLNT800 and click the Display <-> Change icon.
In tab Technical Settings, enter the external IP address of the SAP ERP system into field “IP address” or field
“target host”, dependent on which field is ready for input. Instance number is 00. Don’t mind if the system
converts something in the field “target host”.
Save
Go to tab Logon & Security
Client 800 is already proposed
Enter the value IDADMIN in field user
Enter the value ides123 in field password
Save
Click Connection Test or Remote Logon to check the connectivity (in case of problems, check your network
setup)
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2.2 Performance / Reference Project / System Logon
A note on the performance
Please note that this is a trial environment, hence the system infrastructure might not be as good as in a real
environment, especially the IDES ERP might take a couple of hours after the instance creation to achieve an
acceptable performance.
This means, the first actions you execute in the SAP ERP system take rather long, e.g. logon to the system, executing
transactions for the first time. Also, the first actions which are started in the SAP S/4HANA Migration Cockpit which
read by using the RFC from the SAP ERP system take rather long. During the first execution, several programs are
generated in the SAP ERP system which are needed to select the data. A second execution will be much faster!
When you create a project in the SAP S/4HANA Migration Cockpit, the migration objects with their definition are
imported from client 000 into the current client. This procedure may take up to about 1 hour, depending on the
number and complexity of the objects. A second project using the same objects will be much faster.
The runtime for the selection differs for different migration objects, depending on the complexity of the data model for
this object. The runtime for the simulation and migration option depends mainly on the API which is used in the
migration object.
In this environment you can vary the number of batch jobs per object and project in the Migration Cockpit.
In this CAL setup and the given system infrastructure, we experienced the following runtimes:
• Create a project for the first time: about 60 minutes.
Background: a lot of mapping rules must be copied from the templates into the project. In addition, migration
programs are generated. SAP is aware of this runtime and will implemented improvements in future versions.
• Selection using migration objects which have a small data model (e.g. cost center, activity type): 2 – 3 minutes.
Second selection for the same object: about 1 min.
• Simulation & migration: clearly faster than selection.
• Selection using migration objects which have a complex data model (e.g. material, customer): up to 30 minutes
for the first selection.
Existing projects for your reference
There exist two demo projects in the system: Demo_1909_FPS2, Demo_2020_FPS0 and Demo_2020_FPS1. The
demo scripts for migrating Cost Centers and Activity Types and for creating an own migration object have been
executed in these projects (one executed with release 1909, one in the current 2020 FSP0 and 2020 FSP1) besides
the last step Migration.
Logon data to the systems
System ABA (SAP ERP source system):
• Client: 800
• User: IDADMIN
• Password: ides123

System S4H (SAP S/4HANA target system):
• Client: 100
• User: S4H_MG
• Password: Welcome1
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3 Demo story: Migration Cockpit / Direct Transfer – Create an own
Migration Object
In the following exercise you will create an own migration object.
The business example behind: the delivered migration object CO – Cost Center only migrates cost centers in the
language with which you are logged on to the SAP S/4HANA system while migrating the data.
This newly created migration object will migrate all cost center texts which exist in the SAP ERP source system.
In a first step, one cost center master data record will be migrated. The next step is the creation of the Cost Center
Text migration object.
In the last step, you will use your new object and migrate the cost center texts in German and French.
For more information about the Migration Cockpit in general, including detailed information about the different
migration approaches and scenarios (ERP objects, AFS objects, EWM objects, CRM objects), please visit help.sap.com
and use the search criteria "SAP S/4HANA Migration Cockpit" or use the quick link to the landing page
http://help.sap.com/S4_OP_DM. The landing page has a section Training material! You find there for example a slide
deck with deep dive material on how to use the modelling environment (transaction LTMOM): LINK.
Exercise Description
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Check data in the SAP ERP source system
Migrate one cost center
Create a new migration object using the Wizard
Define the source tables and selection criteria
Define the simulation details
Map source structures and source fields to target structures and fields
Define the field mapping
Simulate the migration
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3.1 Check data in the SAP ERP Source System (Texts for Cost Center in
Different Languages)
In the first part of the exercise, you will check the cost center texts for cost center KSDTLANGU in the SAP ERP
source system. This cost center belongs to controlling area 0001. The controlling area is assigned to company code
0001 (you can check this in the general customizing, transaction SPRO).
Explanation

Screenshot

Go to your CAL instance and connect to
system ABA and choose client 800. Click
Connect.
This opens the SAP GUI on your PC.
Use the following login data:
Client: 800
User: IDADMIN
PW: ides123
Language: EN

You are now in system ABA.
1. Enter SE16 in the transaction field in
order to have a look into the table which
contains the cost center texts. Confirm
your entry by pressing the Enter key.

2. Enter CSKT in the input field for the
Table Name and press the Enter key.
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3. Enter 0001 in the field for KOKRS.
4. Click Execute.
Note:
Controlling area 0001 is assigned to
company code 0001.

Note:
For cost center KSDTLANGU there are
texts in three different languages:
German, English, French.
You will create a Migration Object in order
to migrate cost center texts for all
languages.
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3.2 Migrate Cost Center Master Data for One Record
In this chapter, you go back to your project 00_Project_Cost_Center which you have created using the script
“S4HANA_2020_FPS02_Demo_Data_Migration_Direct_Transfer_Approach_Cctr_Acttype”. There, you have already
selected 6 cost centers from the SAP ERP source system. In the current step, you will migrate the cost center master
data record for cost center KSDTLANGU.
Explanation

Screenshot

1. Go to your CAL instance and connect to
system S4H. Choose RDP. Click Connect.
This opens a Remote desktop connection.
Go to the welcome page and click the link
which opens FIORI.

•
•
•

2. Use the following logon data:
User: S4H_MG
Password: Welcome1
Client 100 is already suggested
3. Click Log On.

4. Go to section “Data Migration” (tick the
tab in the header).
Click the tile Migrate Your Data –
Migration Cockpit.

5. Navigate to your project.
00_Project_Cost_Center
6. Click Mapping Task.
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7. In the detail screen for mapping task
Cost Center Group, type in Target Group
Name value 0001 and confirm the entry.

8. In the detail screen for mapping task
Profit Center, type in the target value
SAP-DUMMY and confirm the entry.

9. Go back one step to the mapping task
overview. Confirm all other mappings as
they are proposed.

Go to the detail page for the migration
object CO Cost center. There, go to the
section Data in order to see the single
instances.
10. Mark the entry for cost center
KSDTLANGU and press Migrate.
11. Press the refresh button to check the
status for this record: Migrated, Success.
Note:
You can in addition check the migrated
record by using the App “Manage Cost
Centers”.
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3.3 Create the Basics for a New Migration Object by Using the Migration
Object Wizard
In this step, you will start to create a new migration object. We use the so-called wizard in order to do the basic
settings. In a second step, you will have to edit more details using transaction LTMOM directly.
Explanation

Screenshot

1. Type in the transaction LTMOM to get to
the modeling environment.

2. Choose Project as per default Migration
Object is chosen.
3. To find the migration project you want
to open, click on the button with the down
arrow. The pop-up window will appear.

4. To open the list of available migration
approaches, click on the button with the
down arrow.
Double-click on the Migrate Data Directly
from SAP System approach.
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5. Type in the name of your project
00_Project_Cost_Center .
6. Click OK.
Note:
If you click OK without typing the name of
your Project, the system shows a list of all
the projects with the chosen approach
(Migrate Data Directly from SAP System).
7. Double-click on your project.

8. Do not forget to switch to the Change
mode.
Note: You can check the documentation
for creating an own migration object by
clicking the Info button.

You see here the Migration object Cost
Center (S4_CO_COST_CENTER).
It has been chosen from the list of
Migration objects delivered by SAP when
creating the project in FIORI.
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9. In order to create a new object, click
Project – Create Migration Object – UserDefined – Migrate Data Directly from SAP
System.

This opens a wizard. The wizard guides
you through the basic steps in order to
create a migration object.
When you are in the wizard you always
have access to the information button at
the right bottom of the screen. There you
will be able to find information on this
dedicated step you are currently in.

10. Type in the name and description of
your migration object.
In our example:
Migration Object:
Z_COST_CENTER_TEXTS
Description: Cost center texts

11. Click Continue on the bottom of the
screen.

The first step in the wizard is to define the
source tables. You define the tables from
which the selection will read the data. You
can also use customer own tables here.
In our example, we will choose the table
where Cost Center Texts are stored.
12. Click Add Root Table.
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13. Type in the Name of the table. In our
example:
Name: CSKT
14. Click the Enter button.
Table CSKT does not contain all fields
which are needed to feed the API we will
use. Field Valid from is missing. Therefore,
we need the 2nd table CSKS to fill this
field. The table will be defined as a child
table in data model.
15. Click Add Child Table.

16. Type in the Name of the table. In our
example:
Name: CSKS
17. Click the OK button.

18. Click the Propose Foreign Key button
to define the foreign key relationship
between the parent table and child table.
Note: Currently, the proposal function
only checks the identical field names, but
in the future, it will also check if the field is
a key field.

You see that the suggestions were made
to the Linked Child Field raw.
We need to unassign the link to SPRAS
because this is not a key field.
19. Clear the field SPRAS in the Linked
Child Field.
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20. Click Continue at the bottom of the
screen.

In the tree on the left-hand side, you see
that we have completed the steps
Migration Object Information and Source
Tables. Now we come to the step Data
selection. In this screen, you only find
simple possibilities how to edit the
selection, as e.g. use only 1 filter, one table
field and so on. As we will have 2 filters,
define it later.
21, Tick: Define selection later.
22. Click Continue on the bottom of the
screen.
Now we come to the step Unique Object
ID. In this step you define which fields
determine a migration object instance in a
unique way. In this example, these are
Language Key, Controlling Area, Cost
Center and Valid to Date. They define one
instance unambiguously.
23. Click the Propose Key Field button
which marks the right fields needed to
define the unique object ID.
24. Click Continue.
Now you are in the Target API part. You
must assign a function module that will be
used to create/post the data in SAP
S/4HANA system. You can also assign a
custom-own API if you want.
In our example we use the SAP BAPI that
updates cost center master data.
25. Type in:
BAPI_COSTCENTER_CHANGEMULTIPLE

On the same screen, you define the
parameters for simulation. If your API has
simulation parameters, you can use the
F4 help to find them. Look up the
documentation of your API upfront (e.g.
by using transaction BAPI) to figure out if
there is a simulation function available
and which values have to be used.
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If there is no simulation function available,
you might want to use the
Simulate data using rollback
work function – see documentation
in the upper part.
26. Tick: Simulate data using parameter.
27. Tick: Testrun
Value for Simulation: X
UPPER X pls.!
28. Click Continue at the bottom of the
screen.
Now we are in the step API Call results. In
this step the evaluation method for
returning the API results must be chosen.
The wizard offers all exporting
parameters and table parameters of the
function module you assigned in the
previous step Transfer Info.
29. Click the Propose Evaluation Method
button. The button suggests the proper
evaluation method Return.
30. Click Continue at the bottom of the
screen.
You are at the summary page.
31. Click Save and Close to finish the basic
settings for your new Migration Object.

You can now see the new migration object in the SAP S/4HANA migration cockpit. Go back to FIORI and open the tile
“Migrate Your Data – Migration Cockpit”. Go to your project – the newly created migration object “Cost center
texts” is displayed.
Key takeaways:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Direct Transfer approach also offers a modeling environment.
The migration object wizard supports you in creating a migration object.
Custom-own tables can be part of your migration object data model.
For assignments, there is often a proposal function available.
You assign a standard SAP API or custom-own API to the migration object.
The new migration object is displayed in the migration cockpit (SAP Fiori). It is processed in the same way as the
migration objects delivered by SAP.
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3.4 Assign Filters to Source Tables
In the following steps we will customize more details for the migration object “Cost center texts”. Type in
transaction LTMOM.
Explanation

Screenshot

1. To define the source tables and
selection criteria in the newly created
object, firstly we need to choose Project
and type in the name of the project.
In our example it is
00_Project_Cost_Center

2. Do not forget to switch to the Change
mode.

3. Open Z_COST_CENTER_TEXTS tab
4. Choose Source Tables by doubleclicking it.
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5. Go to the window at right-hand side
and double-click table CSKT.
Note:
We will assign so-called filters to tables
CSKT and CSKS. A filter is a collection of
values of the same type that is stored
centrally for your project, and,
therefore, available for all migration
objects assigned to the project. A filter
can be for example company code,
controlling area, plant, … Filters are
delivered by SAP.
6. Click on the arrow in column selection
for line KOKRS.
For this example, 2 filters are needed.
KOKRS will be defined as filter for table
CSKT. BUKRS will be defined as filter for
table CSKS.

Background information
The Company Code defined in the
project is 0001. When you start the
selection, the system informs you that
data from Company Code 0001 will be
selected.
In the next step the SAP S/4HANA
migration cockpit checks the table
TKA02 in the source system to find out
how the relationship between Company
Code 0001 (field BUKRS) and
Controlling Area 0001 (field KOKRS) is
defined. Then, the system selects
according to the defined filters the
respective entries from table CSKT for
the Controlling area 0001 and from
table CSKS for Company Code 0001.

This opens a popup.
7. Click on the F4 help for field Filtering
Logic.
8. Select filter KOKRS by doubleclicking on this line.
Press ok.
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The arrow gets green as there is an
entry existing for line KOKRS in field
selection.
9. Double-click on table CSKS in order to
assign a filter on this table.

You do now in editing for table CSKS.
10. Click on the arrow in column
selection for line BUKRS.

This opens a popup.
11. Click on the F4 help for field Filtering
Logic.
12. Select filter BUKRS by doubleclicking on this line.
Press ok.

The arrow gets green as there is an
entry existing for line BUKRS in field
selection.
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13. Don’t forget to Save your changes.
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3.5 Map Source Structures to Target Structures and Define Access Path
from Source to Child Table
Explanation

Screenshot

1. Click on the Structure Mapping tab to
define which information needs to be
transferred from the source structure to
the structure of the function module.

2. Drag and drop the source structure
CSKT to the target structure (for
BAPI_COSTCENTER_CHANGEMULTIPLE
for parameters LANGUAGE and
COSTCENTERLIST).

Note: When you successfully assigned
table CSKT to the BAPI, you will see that
CSKT is displayed in the Sender Structure
column.
As we have a child table, CSKS, we also
must maintain the so-called “access
path”. It defines how the records of the
child table CSKS will be selected. In the
present data model, for each record in
CSKT, there is only one dedicated record
in CSKS.
3. Double-click on COSTCENTERLIST.
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This opens a popup.
4. Here, click on Set up in line CSKT and
column Foreign Table Data Access.

This opens another popup.
In our case, for one entry in CSKT there is
always exactly only one entry in CSKS.
This is why we will choose the option “any
line”.
5. For line CSKS, tick entry Read any line.
Press two times ok.

6. Save your entries.
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3.6 Define Field Mapping
Explanation

Screenshot

1. Click on the Field Mapping tab to map
the fields from the source structure to the
fields of the target structure of the
function module
BAPI_COST_CENTER_CHANGEMULTIPLE.

2. Map by using drag & drop field KOKRS
of structure CSKT to field
CONTROLLINGAREA.

3. You may need to expand the parameter
LANGUAGE to see the field LANGU.
4. Choose the Language Key (SPRAS) and
assign it to the LANGU field of the BAPI.

5. Choose Cost Center (KOSTL) from
CSKT and assign it to field COSTCENTER
of the BAPI.
You may need to expand table
COSTCENTERLIST to see field
COSTCENTER.
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6. Choose Valid to Date (DATBI) from
CSKT and assign it to the field VALID_TO
of the BAPI.

7. Choose the General Name (KTEXT)
from CSKT and assign it to field NAME of
the BAPI.

8. Choose the Description (LTEXT) from
CSKT and assign it to field DESCRIPT of
the BAPI.

9. Expand the table CSKS.
10. Choose Valid-from Date (DATAB) and
assign it to the field VALID_FROM of the
BAPI.

11./12. On the top of the page, change the
display settings. Change it from Show: all
parameters to Show parameters with
mapping.
With these settings, it is easier to check
the mapped fields.
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In column Assignment, you see the
number of the assignments and the
assigned move rules.
Note: All assigned fields have
transformation type Moved. This means,
the values are moved unchanged 1:1 from
the source system to the target SAP
S/4HANA system. It is possible to
define/assign other transformation types
as e.g. fixed values or mappings – just
double-click on the respective line of a
field. In this example, we will only use
move rules. Check the documentation for
more information.
The definition is now complete.
13. Do not forget to Save your results
14. Leave the transaction.
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3.7 Select Data from the Source System and Simulate the Migration
In this step you select the cost center texts from the source system. Then, you simulate the migration of the instances
which belong to cost center KSDTLANGU. Simulation means, the API in the target system is called and "fed" with the
data. The SAP application does all the checks in the same way as if the data was created or posted manually. This
guarantees that the data is created consistently in the target.

Explanation

Screenshot

Go back to the execution layer (FIORI)
and step into your project.
Note: transformation type “move” is by
design not shown under mapping tasks.
1. Mark your new migration object “Cost
center texts”
2. Click Select Data.

3. In the pop-up window choose Start
Selection.

When the selection is completed, you can
see that 11 instances are selected from
the source system. Compare with the
entries in the SAP ERP system in table
CSKT, as shown in chapter 3.1.

In the next step we will simulate the data
for Cost Center KSDTLANGU only.
4. To simulate the instances for Cost
Center KSDTLANGU, click on the number
of instances (11) as it is shown on the
screenshot.

5. Mark the 3 rows with Cost Center
KSDTLANGU and click Simulate.
As result, you see that the items are
successfully simulated.
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When you execute the migration, the
system will update cost center
KSDTLANGU with cost center texts in
languages F (French) and D (German).

You can check the results in the target system by having a look at table CSKT.
Congratulations! You have successfully finished the exercise!
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